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astrophysics is concerned with situations 
where the force of gravity is important

we want to understand how matter is organized 
into structures, and how it came to be that way



asteroid 951 Gaspra, 8 miles across

Crab Nebula (supernova remnant), 
ten light-years across

two cases where gravity is not important



two cases where gravity is important but 
other forces are also in play



one case where the structure is all about gravity

Omega Centauri (globular cluster)



2 billion light-years

clustering of galaxies:  the “large-scale structure of the Universe”

another case where the structure is all about gravity

Sloan Digital Sky Survey
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Humason, Hubble, St. John, Michelson, Einstein, Campbell, Adams 
(portrait is George Ellery Hale)

Mt. Wilson 
Observatory library 
Pasadena, California
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How to measure Dark Energy, the stuff that is making the 
expansion of the Universe accelerate:

 
• measure how the galaxies cluster, for example using the 
power spectrum of a sample of galaxies in a region of sky

• make a computer model of the evolution of the large-
scale structure of the Universe as traced by the galaxies, 
including gravity and the expansion of the Universe

• determine how much Dark Energy is needed to get the 
model to match the data



Cerro Tololo Interamerican Observatory (Chile)



the 4-meter Blanco Telescope with the 
Dark Energy Camera at the prime focus





detectors 
at the focus 

filters & shutter 

electronics to 
control and read 
data from the 
detectors

hexapod 

wide-field corrector lenses 

light coming in from primary mirror 

The Dark Energy Camera







observing room, ground floor, Blanco Telescope, first official DES exposure,  
18 August 2013:  Steve Kent,  Anne Elliot, David James, Leonardo Parades



DES exposure 349875, r filter, 90 seconds



DES exposure 349875, r filter, 90 seconds, ccd #42

the field is  9  × 18  minutes of arc







one example of how to tell what is a star (small) and 
what is a galaxy (bigger):  plot image size and brightness



How does all this connect to 
the Stone Edge Observatory? 

SEO is a scaled-down version of 
the Blanco Telescope with the 
Dark Energy Camera

smaller mirror
narrower view of the sky
smaller number of pixels covering a given region of sky

Mary R. Calvert, worked 
on sky surveys at Yerkes



But the images are basically similar:  
the detector is a cooled charge-coupled device; 
the filters and exposure times are similar; 
color images are made from B&W images;
data are packaged into FITS files

With SEO, generally you point the telescope at a known thing.  

With DES, the idea is to measure a pattern in the sky, so we 
don’t point at specific objects, we just map the sky itself.

Athanasius Kircher  1646
Ars Magna Lucis et Umbrae 



What can SEO do that DES cannot do?

It can measure the brightness and position of bright stars:  
DES can only measure stars that are more than 10,000 
times fainter than can be seen with the naked eye.

With SEO, you can collect images remotely.

DES data do not cover the Milky Way.  

Henri Rousseau



Bernard de Fontanelle, 1686
Entretiens sur la pluralité des mondes

Experience with analyzing SEO data will allow you to do 
similar things with DES data 

You have learned about magnitudes, 
Right Ascension, declination, pixels, 
colors, FITS files, …  all of this 
prepares you to understand 
DECam data! 

You can get DECam data here:
http://legacysurvey.org/



Example project with SEO:  try a sparse survey, namely 
selected areas that sample the sky.  This is what William 
Herschel did 200 years ago.  

In each selected area, classify the objects into star or galaxy. 

Measure the brightness of each object.

Count how many things there are within a range of 
brightness, going from bright to faint. 

Make a plot of number of things in each range of brightness.   

What do you think this plot should look like?



red: stars

blue: galaxies

green: naive

DES exposure 349875, r filter, 90 seconds

bright faint



red:  stars
blue:  prediction for stars

DES exposure 349875, r filter
http://stev.oapd.inaf.it/cgi-bin/trilegal
area = 0.045 square degrees
direction =  (RA, dec) = 36.5, -3.2



does the number of stars differ in different directions in the 
sky?  if so, why?

what would you need to do to predict the number of stars 
in DES exposure 349875? 

does the number of galaxies differ in different directions in 
the sky?  if so, why?

what would you need to do to predict the number of 
galaxies in DES exposure 349875? 

Suzhou Planisphere   ca 1193



R.A. Proctor 1869 MNRAS

1869 map of all fuzzy objects (mostly galaxies, called then nebulae).  
Observations by William, Caroline, and John Herschel.
About 7000 nebulae, magnitude 15. 



Julia Margaret Cameron
 
Sir John Herschel  1867
Julia Jackson 1867



computer model of the distribution of dark matter 
(Andrey Kravtsov and Phil Mansfield)


